Background and objective: Genocide means the destruction of the basic life of innocent people. After the division, the Kurdish people have not enjoyed any freedom or even a low level of minority rights; ethnic cleansing and genocide.
Introduction
The Kurdish people included a large nation without their own government; their areas were divided between four countries (Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria). The division of their country done without their wishes or desire after the First World War. After that, the Kurdish people faced oppression, discrimination, ethnic cleansing and genocide. 1 The southern area of Kurdistan, which was officially linked to Iraq in 1925, like other areas of Kurdistan faced ethnic cleansing and genocide by the Iraqi Arab nationalist Baathists took power in 1968 followed systematic assimilation, Arabization and ethnic cleansing policy against Kurdish people in the Kurdish territory. 2, 3 The Iraqi military adopted the name Anfal in 1988 for its genocidal campaign against the Kurds in northern Iraq. The Iraqi regime tried to use or adopt old Arabic Islamic names for its wars and other genocide, or battles, and others . 4 In summer 1987, Saddam Hussein decided to bring an end to all the lives in the Kurdish rural areas and other places. His first stage was to install his cousin Ali Hassan al-Majid, "Chemical Ali," as the Secretary General of the Northern Bureau Command. He gave him absolute power over all state military and civilian units in the North. 5 In 1987-1988 Chemical Ali, ordered heavy bombardment with every kind of heavy artillery, including chemical poison, against all the prohibited areas with the purpose of killing the greatest number of Kurds possible. 6, 7 The main genocide started by cleansing of the Faili Kurds in the 1970s and 1980s; the Arabization and cleansing of Yazidi Kurds; the mass killings of around 8000 Barzani Kurds in 1983; the chemical attacks on Halabja in 1988, which killed 5000 people; the ethnic cleansing during the Anfal genocidal campaign in 1988 by eight military phases, which resulted in the disappearance of approximately 182,000 Kurds and the destruction of around 4000 Kurdish villages and finally Yazidian genocide During the Daesh related war in Iraq in 2014. 8 The ministry of martyrs and Anfal affairs in KRG organized and conducted many conferences about Kurdish genocide in Iraqi and outside of Iraq, in spite of these conducting many meetings, seminar and by supporting many studies also continuous attempts by KRQ and Iraq to support and approved Kurdish genocide by International Criminal Court (ICC), European Parliament, UN and other international organizations in human rights.
9,10 When we see those backset that happened to the Kurdish peoples, we conducted a retrospective study to collect and organize those data as a documentary study for enrichment history of Kurdish genocide and included some diseases that occurred after Kurdish genocide. This study aimed to identify and discover historically Kurdish genocide Campaigns in different areas and different years that happened in the Kurdistan Region / Iraq.
Subjects and Methods

Design and setting
This retrospective study was conducted in Erbil-Governorate, supported by the ministry of Anal and martyrs. Participants All the genocide campaigns that occurred in the southern area of Kurdistan and Iraq were included in this study. We received information from different resources with co-operation and support of the Ministry of Anfal and Martyr in Kurdistan Region Government (KRG). Tool Tools of the study included different forms and tables related to collecting the data about victims, death, places, and type of genocide. Time of data collection began from 1-6-2018 to 1-9-2018. There were some difficulties in obtaining data and information about the Kurdish genocide. Data collection Data were collected from the different resources with co-operation and support of the ministry of Anfal and martyr in KRG (Kurdistan Region Government), from 1 st Jun to 1 st September 2018.
Ethical aspects
The approval was taken from the ethical and scientific committee in the college and permission was taken from the ministry of Anal and martyrs. All documents were organized as data in tables for presentation on conference day on 7-8 September 2018.
Data analysis
Organized all documents and data in a table for presentation on conference day on 7-8 September 2018. Data were analyzed by using different methods of statistical analysis.0 Table 3 focuses on the displaced Kurdish people and the destroyed villages of all Kurdistan in different governorate and districts at the deferent years that are not introduced by Iraqi higher court of Criminal. The total number of Kurdish people that were displaced from their dwelt was 1443000 and general villages that were destroyed was 7525. Table 9 describes some of the psychiatric problems that occurred among families Anfal. The majority of samples complained about anxiety (26.98%), while 7.44% of them had epilepsy. Other problems among them were Affright, Depression and Disremember. 11 Regarding the range of age among Kurdish victims of Anfalization was between one month old to 70 years old and above this was explained in the table 5 in the Kurdish genocide conference. According to religion, the majority of Kurdish victims were Muslims nearly about (98.94%), while 0.09% of them were Kakaiey, this was supported in (genocide conference, 2008). Regarding common diseases attached the Kurdish people as a result of Anfalization, deportation and other tragedies events in Kurdistan region included the following diseases (diabetic 1.08%, eye diseases 2.04%, cancer 0.08%, and other diseases so all these diseases were explained in Kurdish genocide conference in 2008. 12 There were common psychiatric diseases attached female individuals as a result of so much tragedy events, chemical weapon, Anfalization, deportation and cleansing ethnics of Kurdish people by Saddam Regime so these psychiatric diseases are included: Affright, depression, disremembers, anxiety 26.98% and epilepsy 7.44% ) so all these diseases are written in the book issued by 2011 think most of the diseases and Kurdish tragedy were as an outcome of the Anfal campaign. The 1988 Anfal Campaign in Iraqi Kurdistan began when the Iraqi army, assisted by the air force, launched a large-scale military operation in Kurdistan areas or villages at the first meeting of the winter snows, in the early hours of 23 February 1988. Ali Hassan alMajid was named as (Chemical Ali was responsible for using chemical weapons during the Anfal campaign. So, the peshmergas had learned to cope with chemical attacks, moving to higher ground and building fires; moreover, they had started receiving gas masks and ampules with atropine, an antidote to nerve gas, from their Iranian allies. Thus the assault continued for three weeks without notable success; this was documented by another study. 13 A number of visitors to Kurdistan have referred to Anfal in their writings. The best original, though fragmented, the account can be found in Jonathan Randal's After Such Knowledge; other references to Anfal for example by Kerim Yildiz, are mostly derivative.
Results
14 These visitors may help Kurdish people to approve Kurdish genocide in an international criminal justice court. The series of eight military campaigns conducted from February to August 1988 together constitute one of the most concerted and tragic series of events in the history of human affairs. These campaigns began close to the Iranian border but eventually stretched far across a swath of Iraqi territory and to the border between Iraq and Turkey. 15 The Anfal campaign stands as a monument to the level of savagery that eats at the very heart of what polite people call civilization. Civilized people want what is good for each other. The defendants brought before the bar of justice in Baghdad conducted a deliberate, systematized, and orchestrated series of campaigns intended to eradicate every trace of Kurdish civilization and culture across a broad swath of Northern Iraq. They acted with a calculated cruelty and deliberateness of purpose because they felt secure in the belief that they were more important than the law. They embody the essence of impunity because their actions betrayed the belief that Saddam's power would forever shield them from any accountability. Juxtaposed against the ongoing work of the ad hoc tribunals established by the United Nations Security Council, proliferation of internationalized/hybrid domestic mechanisms, and the increasing use of domestic forums to prosecute the most serious crimes of concern to the international community, the Anfal trial represents irrefutable evidence that the era of accountability is irreversibly underway. 16 The Yazidi Genocide had begun in early time by different forces as Othman forces, Iraqi forces and finally ISIS forces in 2014 this findings agreed with human right report in 15-June 2016 about mass graves and genocide of Yazidi, this findings also agreed with the study of Valeria et al, 2014. 17 We think it is necessary till now working hard to support Kurdish genocide by the international criminal justice court, European Parliament, UN with cooperation with Iraqi High Criminal Court for that.
Conclusion
All documents that we have been used in the study revealed that the Kurdish genocide had begun in early times as in 1952, 1961 and especially after the Arab nationalist Baathists took power in 1968. Continue to 1988 and over as Yazidi genocide done by ISIS in 2014, Kurdish genocide was done in different military Campaign in Kurdistan so the outcomes of these military campaigns were included very high numbers of victims according to age, religion, ethnic and nationality, while there were high level of diseases attached Kurdish people and there were psychiatric problems among families and female victims as a result of deportation, Arabization, cleansing ethnic and Anfal phases. The total of the destroyed village was nearly about 7525, and Kurdish people that displaced nearly about 1443000, while the total of Kurdish genocide from the year 1952 to 1988 nearly about 221944. Regarding Yazid genocide by ISIS in 2014 nearly about 5000 men were killed, and 7000 children and women were lost and missing while most of them were saved from ISIS and till now attempts are continuing to save others.
